A model is suggested for the structure of an adsorbed layer of a highly charged semi-flexible polyelectrolyte on a weakly charged surface of opposite charge sign. The adsorbed phase is thin, owing to the effective reversal of the charge sign of the surface upon adsorption, and ordered, owing to the high surface density of polyelectrolyte strands caused by the generally strong binding between polyelectrolyte and surface. The Poisson-Boltzmann equation for the electrostatic interaction between the array of adsorbed polyelectrolytes and the charged surface is solved for a cylindrical geometry, both numerically, using a finite element method, and analytically within the weak curvature limit under the assumption of excess monovalent salt. For small separations, repulsive surface polarization and counterion osmotic pressure effects dominate over the electrostatic attraction and the resulting electrostatic interaction curve shows a minimum at nonzero separations on the Å ngstrom scale. The equilibrium density of the adsorbed phase is obtained by minimizing the total free energy under the condition of equality of chemical potential and osmotic pressure of the polyelectrolyte in solution and in the adsorbed phase. For a wide range of ionic conditions and charge densities of the charged surface, the interstrand separation as predicted by the PoissonBoltzmann model and the analytical theory closely agree. For low to moderate charge densities of the adsorbing surface, the interstrand spacing decreases as a function of the charge density of the charged surface. Above about 0.1 M excess monovalent salt, it is only weakly dependent on the ionic strength. At high charge densities of the adsorbing surface, the interstrand spacing increases with increasing ionic strength, in line with the experiments by Fang and Yang ͓J. Phys. Chem. B 101, 441 ͑1997͔͒.
INTRODUCTION
Adsorption or binding of polyelectrolytes to oppositely charged surfaces is a phenomenon which is of great significance both for biological systems and in various physicochemical applications. One can, for instance, think of the complex coacervation of anionic polysaccharides with positively charged proteins, 1,2 charged micelles 3 or emulsion interfaces, 4 the interaction of DNA with cationic membranes, 5, 6 the formation of Langmuir-Blodgett type monolayers of stiff polyelectrolytes on charged interfaces 7 or the adsorption of alternating layers of positively and negatively charged polyelectrolytes on a charged substrate. [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] In all these cases, electrostatic interactions are at least partially responsible for the stability and structure of the complexes formed.
The theory of the adsorption of flexible polyelectrolytes has received abundant attention during the last decades, generating a large body of literature. [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] However, many polyelectrolytes, including most ionic biopolymers, are semiflexible rather than flexible. Because a persistence-length segment is highly anisometric, we expect the adsorption behavior of semi-flexible polyelectrolytes to differ qualitatively from that of flexible polyelectrolytes. In particular, in the case of polyelectrolytes strongly interacting with the charged surface, ordered phases of adsorbed polyelectrolytes will be formed in order to maximize the surface density of polyelectrolyte chains and thereby the attractive free energy of adsorption.
Recently, the adsorption of semi-flexible and rodlike polyelectrolytes has attracted theoretical attention. [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] The problems encountered, in particular, in formulating a sufficiently rigorous theory of the charge-induced adsorption of semi-flexible polyelectrolytes are formidable.
One theoretical obstacle is the often intractable mathematics of the semi-flexible chain, another is that the often high charge density of the polyelectrolyte excludes DebyeHückel type approximations in the treatment of the electrostatic interactions. The Debye-Hückel approximation is used in modeling the adsorption behavior of semi-flexible polyelectrolytes 24, 26 because of its straightforward mathematics, but application to highly charged polyelectrolytes like DNA is of course excluded.
In recent years, the theory of the semi-flexible chain has advanced considerably, leading, in particular, to a basic una͒ derstanding of the effects of confinement on the statistics of the semi-flexible chain. 28 -34 This enables us to deal in an approximate way with the entropy a semi-flexible chain confined within an ordered surface phase.
It is the objective of the present article to combine the statistics of the semi-flexible chain and the electrostatics at the Poisson-Boltzmann level in a theory of the chargeinduced adsorption of polyelectrolytes. Although at the small separations relevant to adsorption, other interactions, like van der Waals forces, ion-ion correlation forces, and hydration forces, could be comparable in magnitude to the screened electrostatic interaction, we restrict ourselves to the latter.
The electrostatic interactions in the adsorbed complex of polyelectrolytes are assumed to be screened by an excess of monovalent salt. We consider the case where the attractive interaction is strong enough to enforce complete adsorption of the polyelectrolyte chain. We furthermore assume that the polyelectrolyte is long, i.e., its contour length is much longer than the persistence length. Consequently, end effects may be neglected. As the polymer chain is semi-flexible, excursions away from the surface are energetically costly so that the chain remains parallel to the surface when adsorbed.
The adsorbed layer is thin, consisting of a single layer of polymer, as reversal of the effective charge sign of the surface upon adsorption will hamper the buildup of a thicker layer ͑for some recent theoretical work on the charge reversal on adsorption of charged polymers or colloidal bodies, see, e.g., Refs. 24 -27͒.
Already at low charge-densities of the adsorbing surface the surface density of the adsorbed polyelectrolyte will be high, even for a highly dilute polyelectrolyte solution. The surface density is so high, in fact, that excluded volume interactions between adsorbed polyelectrolytes enforce a twodimensionally ordered phase in which the polyelectrolyte strands are aligned more or less in parallel at a well-defined spacing a ͑Fig. 1͒. The statistics of the semi-flexible chain confined near the adsorbing surface is then governed by a deflection length ϭ P 1/3 a 2/3 , which replaces the persistence length P as the relevant statistical length scale. 29 The electrostatic interaction between the charged surface, assumed to be perfectly flat, uniformly charged and of low dielectric constant, and the polyelectrolyte strand, which we view as a uniformly charged cylinder of low dielectric constant, is taken into account using the Poisson-Boltzmann equation. The use of a cylinder model to calculate the electrostatic field around a semi-flexible polyelectrolyte is justified as long as the local radius of curvature of the polyelectrolyte, induced either by bending or by thermal fluctuations, is much larger than the Debye length. This was argued before for the analogous case of the electrostatic interaction in lyotropic polyelectrolyte liquid crystals. 33, 35, 36 For the cylinder model to be applicable, we therefore require the deflection length to be much larger than the Debye screening length.
As uniformly valid analytical approximations are not obvious for the present geometry, we start by numerically solving the Poisson-Boltzmann equation for an array of adsorbed cylindrical polyelectrolytes near a charged surface using a finite element method. The integrated electrostatic free energy is subsequently used for a numerical minimization of the free energy of an adsorbed polyelectrolyte complex.
Afterwards, an approximate theory for the chargeinduced adsorption is introduced. We start by deriving a convenient approximate expression for the Poisson-Boltzmann potential between a highly charged and a weakly charged surface. The cylindrical geometry of the polyelectrolyte surface is taken into account in the weak curvature limit via a Derjaguin approximation and the free energy of interaction is calculated numerically.
The polyelectrolyte strands on the surface interact via an electrostatic excluded volume, for which we introduce a simple analytical expression. The equilibrium state is calculated by minimizing the total free energy of the system taking into account the coexistence relations. Numerical results are obtained for the adsorption of DNA on a positively charged surface of varying charge density and for a number of concentrations of excess monovalent salt.
At high charge densities of the positively charged surface or at very small separations between the surface and the cylinder the electrostatic adsorption free energy may become very high, of order 100-1000 k B T per persistence length. In this case, the statistical-physical description of the structure and properties of the adsorbed layer could become invalid. Even in this case our approach is of value, however, as the strength of the electrostatic binding between polyelectrolyte and surface is a quantity of experimental interest.
FREE ENERGY OF ADSORPTION AND ADSORPTION EQUILIBRIUM
The adsorption of polyelectrolytes with a contour length L much longer than the persistence length P is considered. In our simplified picture, the structure of the adsorbed layer is characterized completely by the interstrand spacing a, the polyelectrolyte radius r and the separation between surface and polyelectrolyte d. ͑Figs. 1 and 2͒.
For adsorbed semi-flexible polyelectrolytes in the ordered phase depicted in Fig. 1 , the free energy per unit length FIG. 1. The adsorbed phase of semi-flexible polyelectrolytes. The average spacing between the adsorbed strands is denoted by a. ϭ P 1/3 a 2/3 is the deflection length governing the statistics of the semi-flexible chain undulating parallel to the adsorbing surface and P is the persistence length.
of adsorbed strand may generally be written as
where F el is the electrostatic free energy of the adsorbed complex and F con f is the free energy of entropic confinement of the semi-flexible chain in the adsorbed layer. The free energy contributions are functions of the interstrand spacing a and the distance to the adsorbing surface d. In order to arrive at the equilibrium structure and packing density of the adsorbed layer, two conditions need to be fulfilled. First, the osmotic pressure should be equal in the adsorbed phase and in the polyelectrolyte solution:
The subscripts a and s refer to the adsorbed and solution phases, respectively. Second, we require the equality of the chemical potential of the polyelectrolyte in both phases:
The osmotic pressure of the adsorbed polyelectrolyte phase in equilibrium with an excess monovalent salt solution is defined as
where F is the total free energy of the adsorbed polyelectrolyte phase, V is its volume and N is the number of persistence length segments in the adsorbed phase.
As the polyelectrolyte concentration in the solution is assumed to be low, osmotic effects of the polyelectrolyte in solution may be neglected, i.e., we set ⌸ p ϭ0. It should be noted at this point that we always consider polyelectrolyte solutions containing excess monovalent salt. Stability of the adsorbed phase with respect to the separation with the surface is therefore given by the following condition:
It needs to be verified that the free energy is indeed a minimum:
In effect, we will find that the polyelectrolyte chains are undulating around the minimum of a steep potential energy well so that even a slight solution osmotic pressure of the polyelectrolytes will not significantly perturb the equilibrium value for d. At constant temperature and volume, the chemical potential of the adsorbed phase takes the following form:
Here and in the following, we take the chemical potential per persistence length of polyelectrolyte, assuming that the concentration of excess monovalent salt is high enough to ensure that electrostatic stiffening effects are small. The polyelectrolyte solution is a very large reservoir, so that the polyelectrolyte concentration remains virtually constant under variations in density of the adsorbed phase. Hence, the second condition for coexistence may be written
In Eq. ͑8͒, the second term on the right hand side is virtually always negligible as the chemical potential of a semi-flexible chain is of the order of k B T per persistence length whereas the free energy of an electrostatically adsorbed chain is often of the order of 10 to 1000 k B T per persistence length. The equilibrium state of the system is obtained by minimizing the free energy equation ͑1͒ following Eqs. ͑5͒ and ͑8͒.
In a convenient, albeit more restricted formulation of the free energy of adsorption we may split the free energy of the adsorbed polyelectrolytes in a part containing only the free energy of a single adsorbed chain and a free energy of interaction of adsorbed chains:
where F ads is the free energy of adsorption of a single chain and F 2 is the free energy taking into account the excluded volume interactions between strands adsorbed on the surface. Both free energy contributions are per unit length of polyelectrolyte. The division of the free energy in these two contributions is convenient because F ads depends only on d and F 2 is a function of a only. The condition for phase coexistence Eq. ͑8͒ is then simply
Both F ads and F 2 contain a free energy contribution taking into account the confinement of the semi-flexible chain close to the surface and an electrostatic contribution to the free energy:
F int is the free energy of electrostatic interaction between the polyelectrolyte cylinder and the charged surface, F el is the free energy of electrostatic interaction between the adsorbed strands and F con f Ќ and F con f ʈ are the free energy contributions due to the entropic confinement of the strand close to the charged surface and within the two-dimensional array of adsorbed polyelectrolytes, respectively.
For a semi-flexible chain confined independently in two dimensions it can be shown that the confinement free energy partitions into two independent terms, like in Eqs. ͑11͒ and ͑12͒. 31, 34 Following Refs. 30, 31, and 34, the free energy of confinement may therefore be expressed as
where a 0 ϭaϪd. The form of Eq. ͑13͒ is presumably independent of the precise form of the mean field theory. 28, [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] The value of the coefficients c Ќ and c ʈ is dependent on the form of the confining potential, in the case of confinement by a quadratic potential of a worm undulating in one dimension cϭ3/2 8/3 . [32] [33] [34] Here, we will use the same value. A discussion of F el is the subject of the next section.
ELECTROSTATIC FREE ENERGY
We consider the case where the electrostatic interactions both between the adsorbed polyelectrolytes and between a polyelectrolyte strand and the charged surface are screened by monovalent ions only. The ions originate from the polyelectrolytes, the surface as well as excess monovalent salt.
The surface, considered smooth, is variably charged but the primary focus is here on surfaces of a charge density lower than the surface charge density of the polyelectrolyte. The charge density of the surface is uniform. The discrete nature of the charges, though important especially at low surface charge densities and when close to the surface, is neglected here. The polyelectrolyte, which we model as a uniformly charged dielectric cylinder, is highly charged, so that its electrostatics have to be evaluated within the nonlinear Poisson-Boltzmann approximation. 39, 40 The approximation of the electrostatic field around a semi-flexible polyelectrolyte by the electrostatcs of a cylinder is justified as long as the deflection length is much larger than the Debye length. Both the surface and the polyelectrolyte cylinder are considered to be ideally polarizable and of low dielectric permittivity. Consequently, image charge effects are important.
The problem of the electrostatics is difficult as it stands. In principle, we not only have to consider the interaction of one polyelectrolyte strand with the charged surface, but also the electrostatic interaction between two polyelectrolytes adsorbed on the surface ͑Fig. 3͒. As no quantitative analytical approximation is immediately obvious, apart from linearizing the Poisson-Boltzmann equation, we initially opt for the following numerical approach. The Poisson-Boltzmann equation is numerically solved for the appropriate geometry and boundary conditions on a discrete grid spanned by the independent variables a and d. The equilibrium conditions following Eqs. ͑1͒, ͑5͒ and ͑8͒ are obtained using the numerically integrated electrostatic free energy.
The merits of the analytical approach which is introduced later in the article, and whch is based on a free energy division as in Eq. ͑9͒, can then be evaluated within the relevant parameter space.
The Poisson-Boltzmann equation for a solution containing monovalent salt is given by
The electrostatic potential is rendered dimensionless as ϭq/(k B T). All geometric length scales are scaled by the Debye length Ϫ1 : Rϭr, Aϭa, A 0 ϭa 0 and D 0 ϭd 0 . In a solution containing excess monovalent salt, the Debye length is defined by 2 ϭ8Q B n s . Q B ϭq 2 /(4⑀k B T) is the Bjerrum length with q the elementary charge, ⑀ is the dielectric permittivity, k B is Boltzmann's constant and T is the absolute temperature. Expressed in (nm Ϫ3 ), the number concentration of monovalent salt is related to the molar concentration c 1:1 by n s Ϸ0.602c 1:1 .
The assumption of constant charge density of the surface of both polyelectrolyte and surface provides two of the boundary conditions:
where is the radial coordinate from the cylinder axis, and
where Y denotes the coordinate perpendicular to the charged surface ͑Fig. 4͒. The dimensionless surface charge densities are determined by ⌺ p ϵQ B p /(q) and ⌺ w ϵQ B w /(q) where p and w are the signed surface charge densities of, respectively, polyelectrolyte and surface, measured in elementary charges per unit surface area. By the boundary conditions Eqs. ͑16͒ and ͑17͒ we assume the dielectric permit- tivities of both surfaces, ⑀ p for the polyelectrolyte cylinder and ⑀ s for the charged substrate ͑Fig. 2͒, to be negligible to the one of the aqueous solution.
A number of additional boundary conditions complement the set of equations. First, we require that the electrostatic potential vanishes into the solution:
Second, the potential is symmetric with respect to the plane perpendicular to the surface which runs through the center of the adsorbed polyelectrolyte:
where X denotes the coordinate parallel to the charged surface ͑Fig. 4͒. Third, the potential is symmetric with respect to the plane perpendicular to the surface which divides the space between two adsorbed polyelectrolytes into two:
The set of equations ͑15͒-͑20͒ is solved numerically using a finite element method ͑see the Appendix for details͒. The total electrostatic free energy associated with unit length of adsorbed polyelectrolyte is then calculated via a numerical integration over the electric field and the entropy of the small ions:
͑21͒
where the domain of integration extends from XϭϪA/2 to XϭA/2 and from Y ϭ0 to Y →ϱ. The distributions of positive and negative small ions are given by n ϩ ϭn s exp(Ϫ) and n Ϫ ϭn s exp(), where n s is the concentration of small ions in the solution outside of the slit.
We obtain the free energy of double layer interaction by subtracting the free energies of the isolated double layers of polyelectrolyte cylinder F el,p 0 and charged surface F el 0 ͑see the Appendix͒:
The free energy per unit surface area of an isolated double layer is given by.
41,42
As a fully numerical approach towards the electrostatic free energy of highly charged polyelectrolytes in adsorbed states is rather inconvenient, in particular when further free energy contributions are to be taken into account in the minimization of the free energy, we forward here an approximate analytical method based on the Poisson-Boltzmann equation.
First, we focus on the electrostatic interaction between two polyelectrolytes adsorbed on the charged surface. As two adsorbed strands will generally strongly repel one another, we anticipate that, in prevailing cases, the closest distance between the surfaces of the strands in the adsorbed state will remain relatively large, i.e., larger than about two times the Debye length ͑Fig. 3͒. For two isolated polyelectrolytes, the inner double layers, which are nonlinearly screened, are then left unperturbed by the interaction between the polyelectrolytes ͑for some additional justification, see also Ref. 25͒. The effective charge density of the polyelectrolytes, for which the far field of the electrostatic potential matches the Poisson-Boltzmann potential, is subsequently calculated following the procedure by Stroobants et al. 37 The free energy of electrostatic interaction of two strands may then simply be calculated by multiplying the electrostatic field of one of the polyelectrolytes by the effective charge of the other one: 37, 43 
is an effective charge parameter, which is most conveniently evaluated using Philip and Wooding's solution to the cylindrical Poisson-Boltzmann equation. 37, 44 In Table I , values of for an idealized DNA cylinder are collected for various concentrations of monovalent salt. In Eq. ͑24͒, a factor 1 2 , to avoid double counting, and a factor 2, because of the presence of two nearest neighbors in the adsorbed polyelectrolyte lattice, mutually cancel.
As a first approximation, we assume that is not influenced by the presence of the surface. At low charge density of the charged surface and at moderate to high concentrations of excess salt, this seems plausible, but its ultimate validity is to be determined from a comparison with the numerical results. In fact, an analogous assumption was made long ago in a famous paper by Onsager and Samaras. 45 In the second place, we need to derive an expression for the electrostatic potential between a cylinder and a surface based on the Poisson-Boltzmann equation. We start with the one-dimensional Poisson-Boltzmann equation, which, in terms of the scaled variables and Y ϵy, becomes For two interacting surfaces of dimensionless surface charge densities ⌺ p and ⌺ w the boundary conditions
have to be satisfied. Equation ͑25͒ may be integrated to give the potential , but, for two interacting surfaces, the potential can be expressed in terms of elliptic integrals only. 42 We can substantially simplify the problem, however, by recognizing that of principal relevance here is a highly charged polyelectrolyte interacting with a fairly weakly charged surface, at small separations ͑Fig. 2͒. For the corresponding problem of two interacting surfaces the restriction to ⌺ p ӷ⌺ w and a slit width DӶ1 means that the potential is negative everywhere in the slit. Due to the strongly negative Boltzmann weighting, the slit is essentially depleted of the co-ions of the negatively charged surface, which are the counter-ions of the positively charged surface. We therefore approximate:
͑25͒ is readily integrated one time:
where the approximation Eq. ͑27͒ has been used. In our case, the minus sign holds as d/dY Ͻ0 everywhere. The second integration can be written as
Depending on the value of the integration constant C, this may be integrated to give
The integration constants B and C are determined by the boundary conditions Eq. ͑26͒ and the slit width D. For a given value of D, C has to be determined from the implicit relations
Again, we obtain the total electrostatic free energy of the double layer from the energy of the electric field in the double layer and the entropy of the small ions:
We obtain the free energy of interaction of the double layers by subtracting the free energies of the isolated double layers:
and F el,ϩ 0 are the electrostatic free energies of the isolated double layers.
We next consider the free energy of electrostatic interaction of the charged polyelectrolyte cylinder and the charged surface, typically at separations smaller than a Debye length. We take the curvature of the cylinder surface into account via a Derjaguin approximation. 42 The potential exerted by the curved surface is viewed as a superposition of potentials exerted by infinitesimally small parallel surfaces at separations corresponding to their position along the cylinder surface. In effect, we thus neglect the effect of curvature on the distribution of small ions in the diffusive double layer. For these corrections to be small, the radius of cylinder should be larger than approximately one Debye length.
The separation between a point on the cylinder surface and the surface may be written ͑Fig. 4͒
where we anticipate that for X near R the contribution to the total free energy is small. The electrostatic free energy of interaction of cylinder and surface may be written
The free energy is per unit length of polyelectrolyte cylinder.
In the subsequent analysis we will use the electrostatic free energy of interaction, calculated either via the depletion and Derjaguin approximations ͓Eq. ͑39͔͒, or via the numerical solution of the Poisson-Boltzmann equation ͓Eq. ͑15͔͒ supplemented by the boundary conditions Eqs. ͑16͒-͑20͒ on the appropriate grid ͑Fig. 8͒. The various approximations made in the derivation of the analytical theory are summarized in Table II .
DISCUSSION

Electrostatic interaction
We investigate the properties of the electrostatic free energy of interaction between polyelectrolyte cylinder and charged surface by numerical examples. The parameters characterizing the polyelectrolyte are chosen to mimic double-helical DNA in the B-form, i.e., we set the surface charge density of the polyelectrolyte equal to p ϭ Ϫ1.0 q/nm 2 , which corresponds to the unhydrated DNA radius of about 1.0 nm and the charge density of two negative phosphate charges per base pair of 0.34 nm axial length.
The free energy of interaction is negative at large separations, due to the electrostatic attraction between the oppositely charged surfaces, but, owing to the dielectric polarization of the polyelectrolyte cylinder and the charged surfaceboth assumed to have a dielectric permittivity of zero-and the osmotic pressure of the small ions in the slit, the free energy becomes positive at very small separations, giving rise to an effective repulsion between polyelectrolyte and surface. The electrostatic free energy curves therefore display a minimum as function of the separation between charged surface and polyelectrolyte because of image charge effects.
At the given charge density of the polyelectrolyte surface, this minimum occurs at polyelectrolyte-charged surface separations on the Å ngstrom scale for charge densities of the adsorbing surface which are not too high ͑i.e., around 0.1 q/nm 2 ). In the establishment of a binding equilibrium, it is therefore the minimum of the electrostatic free energy as a function of d which is of importance. An adsorbed strand is in effect undulating around the minimum of this potential energy well. A complete quenching of the adsorbed layer of polyelectrolyte is prohibited by this minimum and the relative flatness of its slopes. For charge densities of the adsorbing surface which are very high ͑around 1 q/nm 2 ), the minimum shifts to values of d which are much smaller than the typical molecular or ionic dimensions. In these cases, a cutoff length d 0 has to be set in the free energy minimization ͑see below͒.
For charge densities w lower than a critical value, the free energy of interaction increases continuously with decreasing separation, the effective force thus being repulsive at all separations. For strands to remain adsorbed, the minimum in the interaction free energy should of course be lower, in order to overcome the thermal energy of the semiflexible chains.
In Table III͑a͒ and ͑b͒, we compare the electrostatic binding energy of an isolated polyelectrolyte adsorbed on the charged surface. In the second column of both tables, the electrostatic free energy minimum of the polyelectrolytecharged surface as calculated using the finite element method is given at infinite separation of adsorbed polyelectrolytes. This equals the electrostatic binding free energy of an isolated polyelectrolyte and can directly be compared with the electrostatic free energy calculated via the analytical approximation, which is given in the last column of Table III͑a͒ and ͑b͒. From Table III͑a͒ , it is seen that the agreement between the electrostatic binding free energy calculated numerically and analytically is fairly good. As anticipated, this agreeement is good in particular at lower charge densities of the charged surface. For the whole range of charge densities of the adsorbing surface, the difference between the numerical and analytical values is smaller than a factor 2. The electrostatic binding free energy within the fully numerical analysis is higher than with the analytical analysis, which can be understood as the electric field extends beyond that part of the surface which is directly covered by the adsorbed polyelectrolyte.
The electrostatic binding free energy varies strongly as a function of the concentration of excess monovalent salt ͑Table IIIb͒. Whereas the electrostatic binding free energy is about 740 k B T per persistence length at an ionic concentration of 0.001 M, it decreases to 12 k B T per persistence length at 1 M excess monovalent salt. The analytical route leads to an underestimate of the binding free energy at lower ionic strengths, but, as expected, provides rather accurate values at higher salt concentrations. It is clear that by ''salting-out,'' the adsorbed polyelectrolytes can in principle be made to desorb from the charged surface. The electrostatic interaction of an adsorbed polyelectrolyte is influenced by the presence of nearest neighbors in the array of adsorbed polyelectrolytes. In Figs. 5͑a͒ and 5͑b͒, we plot the variation in the minimum of the free energy of interaction between an adsorbed polyelectrolyte and the charged surface as function of the separation between neighboring polyelectrolytes in the polyelectrolyte-charged surface complex. It is seen that the effective electrostatic interaction diminishes strongly when the adsorbed polyelectrolytes approach one another to within about 3 Debye lengths. These nonlinear effects are pronounced in particular when the ionic concentration is low and the charge density of the adsorbing surface is high and limit the applicability of the analytical theory.
In addition, in the analytical theory, it is assumed that the electrostatic interaction between adsorbed polyelectrolyte chains is not influenced by the presence of the surface. This is likely to be a good approximation at low charge densities of the charged surface, but its validity is uncertain otherwise. We do not provide graphical results on the effect of the charged surface on the electrostatic interaction between the adsorbed polyelectrolytes, but, instead, in Table IV , the fitting coefficients for the effective interaction is given. As it turns out that, for salt concentrations above about 0.01 M, the functional form of the effective interaction between adsorbed polyelectrolytes is close to the form of Eq. ͑24͒, we may represent the electrostatic interaction by two parameters: an effective linear charge density eff and an effective ͑local͒ Debye screening length Ϫ1 . From Table IV , we observe that, for the conditions of interest to our study, the effective Debye length is very close to the Debye length in the bulk solution, provided that the ionic concentration is about 0.1 M or higher and the dimensionless separation between surface and adsorbed polyelectrolytes larger than about 0.01. At low ionic strengths and very close to the charged surface, we find that the effective Debye length becomes somewhat shorter than the bulk one. The fitted values for the effective linear charge density e f f are close to the values derived for an isolated polyelectrolyte ͑Table I͒, but at high salt concentrations they remain somewhat lower.
Our results confirm and extend the findings of Ospeck and Fraden, 46 who studied the effects of confinement by two surfaces on the electrostatic interaction between parallel cylinders. However, in our case, the reduction of the effective screening length at separations down to about 0.1 Debye length is much weaker than in their study. This is in part the case because the confinement by two surfaces or by a pore is much stronger than the confinement effected by a single sur- face. In addition, from an electrostatic point of view, we focus here on a regime which is the opposite from the one studied in Ref. 46 , namely a strongly charged polyelectrolyte cylinder and a weakly charged surface. Because of its high charge density, the polyelectrolyte remains the dominating factor in the electric double layer and the effective screening length is only weakly perturbed from the solution one, in particular for concentrations of excess monovalent salt above 0.01 M. Concomitant with the decrease in screening length, the effective charge density of the polyelectrolyte increases with decreasing separation d. This effect, which is pronounced in particular at low salt concentrations, shows the influence of the approaching surface on the surface potential of the polyelectrolyte.
For separations between surface and cylindrical polyelectrolyte which are smaller than about 0.1 Debye length, we find that both the effective screening length and the effective charge density decrease slightly with decreasing d. This is caused by the dielectric discontinuity at the adsorbing surface, which is now very nearby.
Adsorption equilibrium
The equilibrium structure of the adsorbed phase is obtained by minimizing the total free energy following Eq. ͑5͒ and Eq. ͑8͒ or Eq. ͑10͒ for, respectively, the full PoissonBoltzmann model and the analytical theory. The parameter characterizing the system which is of main experimental interest is a, the average separation between the adsorbed strands.
At this point, we emphasize again that coexistence of the adsorbed phase with the polyelectrolyte solution is essential to determine the equilibrium density of the adsorbed polyelectrolytes, even if any realistic value of the chemical potential of the polyelectrolyte in solution does only weakly influence the interstrand spacing. In effect, the pecise value of chemical potential of the polyelectrolyte in solution does not matter that much, but polyelectrolyte molecules must be able to adsorb from the solution onto the surface, or desorb from the surface into the solution in order to establish the equilibrium adsorbed state. In coexistence with the polyelectrolyte solution, it is then the ͑attractive͒ interaction between polyelectrolyte and surface, the ͑repulsive͒ interaction between two adsorbed polyelectrolytes and the free energy of confinement of the semi-flexible chains which control the interstrand spacing.
We investigate the properties of the model by way of numerical predictions for the adsorption of DNA in the B-form. The surface charge density of DNA is approximately 1 negative phosphate charge per nm 2 and the DNA hardcore radius is about 1.0 nm. The DNA persistence length P is taken to be 50 nm, independent of the ionic conditions. The chemical potential of the polyelectrolyte in solution is neglected, since, as argued above, the density of the adsorbed phase is only very weakly dependent on the chemical potential of the polyelectrolytes in solution and, consequently, in the dilute regime, on the bulk concentration of polyelectrolyte.
In Table V͑a͒ , values for the interstrand spacing a and the polyelectrolyte-surface spacing d are given for a range of values of the charge density of the positively charged surface, from both the full Poisson-Boltzmann model and the analytical theory. As expected, the average spacing between the adsorbed polyelectrolytes decreases continuously with increasing charge density of the charged surface, from about 7 nm at 0.1 q/nm 2 to about almost close packing at 1 q/nm 2 . Below a critical charge density of the charged surface, the polyelectrolytes do not adsorb. This critical value for the surface charge density is about 0.07 q/nm 2 according to the full Poisson-Boltzmann model and about 0.03 q/nm 2 according to the analytical theory. The excellent agreement between the full Poisson-Boltzmann model and the analytical theory ͓Table V͑a͒, Fig. 6͔ is somewhat fortuitous, as several of the basic assumptions of the analytical theory ͑Table II͒, most importantly the additivity of the electrostatic potentials for two adsorbed polyelectrolytes and the depletion of counter ions from the spacing between surface and polyelectrolyte, are clearly violated at high values of the charge density of the adsorbing surface ͑see, e.g., the last entry of Table  IIIa͒ . The values for d agree well between both versions of the theory.
In Table V͑b͒ , we have collected a range of values of the interstrand spacing a as a function of the concentration excess salt. Again, we observe that the predictions from the Poisson-Boltzmann theory are close to those of the analyti- cal theory for ionic concentrations above about 0.01 M. The quantitative agreement between both versions of the theory is a priori expected only at higher salt concentrations. Most likely by some coincidental cancellation of electrostatic effects, the agreement between the Poisson-Boltzmann theory and the analytical theory holds down to fairly low ionic strengths. The collapse witnessed in the interstrand spacing at very low salt concentrations ͑see the entry for a at 0.001 M for the analytical theory in Table Vb͒ is probably an artifact of the analytical theory, although some reduction of interstrand spacing with decreasing salt concentration is also observed for the full Poisson-Boltzmann model. An important and nontrivial observation from Table V͑b͒ is that the interstrand spacing is only a very weak function of the salt concentration above about 0.1 M of excess monovalent salt. Note that from the results presented in Table V͑a͒ and ͑b͒ it can be seen that the approximations made in deriving the theory are fulfilled ͑Table II͒.
As stated in the previous section, desorption of the adsorbed strands can be achieved by increasing the concentration of monovalent salt. Based on the Poisson-Boltzmann calculations, we expect the salt-induced desorption of DNA to occur at salt concentrations around 1 M, for charge densities of the positively charged surface which are less than about 0.2 q/nm 2 . In Fig. 7 , the phase diagram depicting the stability of the adsorbed phase of ordered polyelectrolytes is shown for the case of the idealized DNA cylinder.
An issue of final interest is the effective charge of the surface with adsorbed polyelectrolytes. A rough estimate of the onset charge reversal is straightforward: 27 2r p a w
Ϸ1. ͑40͒
As can immediately be inferred from Tables V and VI, reversal of the effective charge of the surface occurs for virtualy all values of the surface charge density in the case of adsorption of a highly charged polyelectrolyte like DNA.
How the electrostatic potential of the polyelectrolyte-covered surface is probed in experiment, for instance by zetapotential or streaming-potential measurements 47 or by functionalized tips in atomic force microscopy ͑AFM͒, 48 is entirely another matter, however.
Experimental situation
During the last decade, a significant number of experimental studies were directed towards the electrostatic adsorption of polyelectrolytes ͑see, e.g., Refs. 8, 16 and 49͒. The general conclusion is that, in contrast with the adsorption of neutral polymers, polyelectrolytes form a dense, thin layer on adsorption, the effective thickness of which is often only of the order of the diameter of the polyelectrolyte chain. The reversal of the charge sign of the surface upon adsorption effectively blocks the building up of a thicker layer. Only for very weakly charged flexible polyelectrolytes one expects a more loose, spatially extended structure of the adsorbed layer.
Ordered phases of adsorbed charged species have been witnessed for DNA 5, 6 and virus particles. 50 The experiments by Fang and Yang 5 turn out to be most useful for a first qualitative assessment of our theory. Using AFM they have visualized the structure of relatively short fragments of DNA adsorbed on supported cationic membranes. The surface charge density of the surface was estimated to be about 2.5 elementary charges per square nanometer, which is about one order of magnitude higher than the surface charge densities we are aiming at. Therefore, a quantitative comparison of our theoretical results with the data of Fang and Yang is not feasible. A number of important qualitative conclusions can be drawn, nevertheless. Fang and Yang have found that under conditions where the lipid surface layer exhibited two-dimensional fluidlike behavior, the DNA adsorbed in ordered domains in which the strands were oriented more-or-less in parallel. The regularity of the ordering was such, that, upon Fourier transforming the AFM image, well-defined Bragg peaks were observed. From these Bragg peaks, the average interstrand spacing of the adsorbed phase was determined as a function of the concentration excess NaCl in the bulk solution. Interestingly, the spacing was found to increase with increasing bulk salt concentration. At 20 mM NaCl, the spacing was approximately 4.2 nm, within the margins of experimental error increasing almost linearly to 5.8 nm at 1 M NaCl. Although we are principally aiming at charge densities of the adsorbing surface which are about an order of magnitude lower than those in the experiments by Fang and Yang, it still is of interest to see what occurs when the surface charge density is strongly increased. In Table VI , the lattice spacing a, calculated using the Poisson-Boltzmann equation, is given as function of the concentration of excess monovalent salt, at a charge density of the adsorbing surface of 1 q/nm 2 . As under these conditions, no physically realistic minimum is observed in the total free energy as function of d, we minimize the free energy of the system under the condition dϭd 0 , where d 0 is a fixed separation between surface and polyelectrolyte cylinder determined by the molecular detail of surface and polyelectrolyte. In Table VI , values of the interstrand spacing are calculated by setting the minimum distance of approach d 0 to 0.3, 0.5 and 0.7 nm. Interestingly, in line with the observations of Fang and Yang, we find that a indeed increases with the ionic strength at these higher values of the charge density of the charged surface.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
In the current paper, an analytical theory based on a two-dimensional model is forwarded to describe the electrostatic adsorption of semi-flexible polyelectrolytes. The theory incorporates three principal physical effects: the entropy of the adsorbed polyelectrolytes adsorbed into the twodimensional lattice, the electrostatic interaction between charged surface and adsorbed polyelectrolyte and the electrostatic interaction between the adsorbed polyelectrolytes. We stress again the limited scope of the theory. In Table II , the principal approximations made in its derivation are listed. It is clear that, in specific cases, additional factors could become important, like those related to the state of hydration of the surface. The satisfying agreement of our predictions on the ionic strength dependence of the interstrand spacing of DNA adsorbed on supported cationic membranes with the experimental data 5 might be fortuitous. However, we note that recent experimental work on the characterization of the interactions in DNA-cationic lipid complexes 51 supports the notion that the interactions in such systems are indeed predominantly electrostatic. A Poisson-Boltzmann theory of the charge-induced adsorption is therefore of value.
The electrostatics of adsorption are addressed analytically within the Poisson-Boltzmann approximation. Various approximations made in deriving the analytical theory have been corroborated by more elaborate numerical calculations based on the full Poisson-Boltzmann equation. The analytical theory gives virtually quantitative results for charge densities of the positively charged surface of about 0.2 q/nm 2 and lower and salt concentrations between about 0.01 M and 1M. A main conclusion arising from this work is that the balancing of the electrostatic forces in the charged-induced formation of adsorbed complexes is of a subtle nature, but some of the effects associated with the numerical solution of the Poisson-Boltzmann equation for geometry of an array of adsorbed polyelectrolytes in fact cancel and a simple analytical model works rather well.
In the present work, we have neglected the consequences of the dimensionality of the system for the formation of ordered structures. Order in two dimensions is in general of a different nature than order in three. Long-range order may exist in specific cases but in many others the order is essentially local as the total displacements of the twodimensionally ordered particles diverge logarithmically even if the root-mean-square amplitude of the undulations remains finite. 52 This should not significantly affect the local packing of adsorbed strands, however.
One general consequence of order in two dimensions is that the defect density is high. Indeed, one qualitative observation from the experiments on the adsorption of DNA on supported cationic membranes 5, 6 is that the defect density of the two-dimensionally structured layer is high, although the interstrand separation is well-defined. Another explanation for this could be that, although the adsorbed DNA strands may have sufficient time to find their equilibrium position locally, the system is not in equilibrium since some of the complex entanglements and defect-like structures formed in the initial phase of the adsorption process may have relaxation times much longer than the time frame of the experiment.
These remarks are not more than speculations at present; moreover, given the complex phenomena witnessed, further study into the nature of these two-dimensionally ordered systems and their electrostatics is required.
APPENDIX: NUMERICAL EVALUATION OF THE ADSORPTION EQUILIBRIUM
The Poisson-Boltzmann equation ͓Eq. ͑15͔͒ is implemented in the finite-element software package FlexPDE version 3.01 ͑Ref. 53͒ and is numerically solved on the domain shown in Fig. 8 subject to the boundary conditions Eqs. ͑16͒-͑20͒. The electrostatic free energy is obtained by integrating the electrostatic potential over the domain following the discretized version of Eq. ͑21͒.
FlexPDE employs an adaptive routine to mesh the finite element grid according to the gradients in the dependent variable and the desired accuracy. An estimated error of at maximum 0.1% in the integrated free energy is ensured by setting the tolerated estimated error over any individual cell to 3ϫ10 Ϫ5 . A sufficiently accurate representation of the polyelectrolyte surface is obtained by setting the maximum tolerated angle spanned by a cell at the cylinder surface to 6°. The integration domain extends into the solution always 10 Debye lengths beyond the polyelectrolyte ͓Lyϭ10 ͑Fig. 8͔͒. Depending on the size of the domain and the steepness of the electric field gradients, between 1500 and 20 000 cells are employed to represent the electrostatic potential over the grid with the desired accuracy.
The accuracy of the finite element calculations is independently verified by comparing its numerical values for the potential of a charged surface with the analytical solution of the Poisson-Boltzmann equation for a range of values of the surface charge density and Debye length. In all cases tested, the error with respect to the analytical solution is of the order of 10 Ϫ4 to 10 Ϫ5 . In addition, the error in the numerically integrated free energy is smaller than 0.1%.
In order to obtain the free energy of electrostatic interaction, the self energies of the surface ͓Eq. ͑23͔͒ and the cylinder at given salt concentration and surface charge density are subtracted. The electrostatic self energy of the cylinder is numerically determined by subtracting the electrostatic self energy from the integrated total electrostatic free energy for Aϭ20 and Dϭ10. For the domain in Fig. 8 , the free energy of electrostatic interaction is obtained by multiplying the resulting free energy by a factor 2.
The equilibrium adsorbed state is determined by first calculating the electrostatic free energy on an approximately exponentially spaced grid spanning the two-dimensional parameter space (A,D), with A varying between 0.2 and 20 and D between 0.01 and 10. The relevant roots are bracketed using successive refinements in the spacing of the grid in the region where
change sign. In Eqs. ͑A1͒ and ͑A2͒, it is the total free energy per unit length of polyelectrolyte ͓Eq. ͑1͔͒ which is of interest. 
